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About This Game

What kills you makes you stronger! Play as the red shirted fool as he jumps on spikes, drowns, ingests poison and finds other
horrible ways to die, and then uses his corpses to reach the end! Play through over 30 levels while listening to a great retro

soundtrack by VVVVVV composer, SoulEye. Are the story mode and bonus stages not enough for you? Try one of the levels
that didn't make the cut on the steam workshop, or make your own for others to play! And once you've died a bunch, try

flinging your corpses around on the title screen! It's quite satisfying.
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Title: Respawn Man
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Evan (Solidplasma) Peiperl
Publisher:
Solidplasma
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 115 MB available space

English
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I honeslty enjoy this game.

It's a very good piece of interactive fiction, and I really enjoy those kinds of games. Some may not, and that's their choice, but
personally, I find the classic nature of a good text-adventure to be relaxing and exciting at the same time.

The Pros:
1. The story is actually pretty well written. You get a sense of both who your character is as they develop, along with the
supporting characters of the tale.
2. There are a lot of different choices to make, each with it's on rewards aand consequences. This adds a lot to the story as it
progresses, but I will touch on this again in the Cons.
3. The game brings a general creeping feeling, as you're playing. You never know what is going to happen around the next
corner. Whether you will live or die; make a good or bad choice for a scenario and defines your character in a different light.
Things can take a turn for the worst at any second, and it keeps you on your toes.

The Cons:
1. The story itself may be enough to keep you going, but I sometimes felt the narrative was a bit wordy. I feel, in IF anyway, that
you should be shorter in sentences, and deliver the majority of the details in quick sentences, rather than long narratives.
Another problem that I found was that the writer needs to deliver more of the "show, don't tell" rhetoric that most writers use.
Could help in the long run.
2. As I stated above, I would come back to the choices. While there are plenty of choices, some of them have no effect on the
story itself. Such as weapon choice at the beginning. Honestly, I found no change in my actions when playing a character with a
rifle, or a character with a knife. Just an observation, and probably nit-picky, but I digress.

Overall, this was an exceptional game and I really enjoyed playing it. I definitely recommend it for the text-adventure lovers out
there, and any zombie survival fans.. Built city
-travelled to a star
-found stuff
-went to another
-sticks attacked me
-I lived
-Barely
-travelled again
-realised i ran out of fuel

10/10 would run out of fuel again. Gunspell should be renamed can't spell, as for the rest of the game... meh.... very simple
experience. 3 girls 3 dance shoe i like anime gilrs score 7\/10. great game!! Terrifying sometimes!. One of a kind game, wish
they'd remake it.. Perfect game for young children.
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No keyboard support, kinda ugly graphics, buggy, fall under map in first minute of playing game, that's has to be new record.
Verdict: my second refund ever.. Pretty Nice Puzzle Game. Without any discount a little bit expensieve but the developer made
a good job to create an addiction puzzle fun factor.
With achievements and trading cards to collect the prize is okay (Summer Sale Action)

Bei Puzzlespielen bin ich immer skeptisch. Meistens langweilt es mich nach 1 Stunde wenn sich kein guter Suchtfaktor einstellt
(z.B. leicht erreichbare Errungenschaften oder leicht durchzuspielene Levels)
Bei dem Spiel ist es nicht so. Gute Sounduntermalung und schlampigkeitsfehler werden mit dem Nichterreichen der
Errungenschaften (Fehlerfrei 0-1) bestraft.
Der Vollpreis ist etwas zu teuer angesetzt aber dennoch zahlt es sich aus. Die Entwickler haben keine M\u00fchen gescheut das
Spiel gut umzusetzten. :-). A amazing game, I am willing to purchase the right to this game if you are willing. I bought three
copies one for me and two for friends.. Interesting similarity to Carmageddon-style genre. It doesn't take one long to figure out
One Day for Ched is a brutal game. 95% of the user reviews here don't even play the game longer than 20 minutes. Alas, I have
spent time with it, and have seen the game to completion... Twice. I've seen it all, and what there is, isn't worth the frustration
and mental pain to experience in this game.

GRAPHICS:
You might be fooled into buying this game because of the screenshots on the store page. 1DC has a cell shaded asthetic that
looks a lot like it was going for a Borderlands look, and to a certain degree, it succeeds. However, the rest of the textures are so flat
and bland that it actually looks downright awful at times. There are hallways in the game long enough that the games draw
distance just hard blurs it out. Enemies also just look poor. They don't even have textures, they have certain shapes such as demons,
imps, and weird grey grunty things. but aside from their shape they just get colors.

GAMEPLAY:
1DC claims to be a classic FPS game. It's main way of conveying this is that the combat is fast paced, and instead of using cover,
you strafe back and forth to avoid enemey fire. Its problems start with that enemy projectiles are either too numerous, or completely
invisible and impossible to dodge. Second problem is that being hit more than twice will result in death. Many players have stated
that God Mode is required to complete levels beyond 2, and I have to agree.

SOUND:
All of sounds in the game are standard Unreal 3 Dev kit stuff. Guns sound good, but a few of them sound the same. Music in game
is nearly non-existant apart from boss battles, and what their is, isn't good. The second boss theme is actually a Jack-in-the-Box
theme... unbelievable. Voice acting here is atrocious.. I wouldn't be shocked if it was one of the Devs themselves doing the lines and
English is not their first language.

STORY:
Ched is drunk. Very very drunk. He passes out in the middle of the street and within his subconcious, Ched must battle and destory
his inner demons in his own 4 Floors of Hell before sunrise or else he'll succumb to alcohol poisoning and die in his drunken sleep...
Or at least, I think thats whats going on.

It's an extremely short story with just FIVE missions in the game. It takes less than one hour to complete the campaign. There is an
extra DLC episode, but if you play through the game you won't want to play it.

OVERALL:
I own a lot of games. Over 500 in fact. That list includes some of the worst to grace the industry (Sonic 2006, Rogue Warrior,
AMY, Tunnel Rats, etc.) and despite all of those; One Day for Ched is by the WORST of them. This is easily the worst game I have
ever played and own.. and thats not hyperbole.. This game is an amazingly funny party game. The physics are just bad enough that
no one in your party can really be too much better than you. People can also learn how to play, but it is confusing at first. Overall,
it is a great party game and your friends/family will have a great time playing it.. I mean It's not the worst horror game I ever
played but there is room for improvement. I mean I did get some scares out of it but since It's so easy to die in and you have start
from the beginning after you die, my fear just turned into anger. The game fails at being scary once you get farther in.

I feel like the fear factor would gone up If the game was much longer and had no game overs. Speaking of that, the tagline is pretty
misleading "You only have one chance" except once you finish the game you can go back and start over. The game had alot of
partensiol but It wasn't enough. The only positive things I can say about It was the graphics we're nice and I though the closing the
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game after the messege error part in the beginning was a nice touch.

Overall I'll give it a 5\/10
Not a bad game but could be better.

P.S If your gonna make a game about the blue whale challenge, don't leave any details out.. As a few have said: It's worth a try for
the price.

My experience with this game:
It's partly optimized. It does crash a lot. It will even load to a black screen causing you to have to reboot. Cntrl+Alt+Delete to kill
the game, only causes the pc to freeze up. Reboot!

There is literally no help coming from the devs. Maybe they don't speak English. Maybe they just don't check the Steam forums. I
don't know.

No tutorial on how to play. No advice on how to fix issues. Should issues arise.

Graphics aren't bad. Not good either.

But, I cannot recommend the game at all. For the price, try it. It may work. You might even enjoy the game.. Hinata! kawaii <3
>.,<
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